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● Note on Control Data
● DFD Examples
Control Data and Control Process

- Control data or triggers and represented by **dotted arrows**.

- A process handling just triggers can be considered a **control process**.

- A control process is represented by changing the boundary of the shape to a **dotted boundary**.
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Control Data Scenario 1

• Consider a computer game that offers two different gaming modes, either to **play the game** (game mode) or to **administer the game** (administrative mode). Certain **game details** are interchanged amongst the two game modes directly. All signals and triggers are managed by a **control process**.

• Represent this scenario using the **DeMarco** notation.
Control Data Scenario 1

- **Context Diagram**
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Control Data Scenario 1
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Control Data Scenario 2

- A **surveillance system** is triggered by a **satellite or radar signal**. The satellite and radar send their **information** which is then stored in a **surveillance database**.

- Represent this system using the **DeMarco Notation**.

- Remember that no external entity can store data directly in a data store.
Control Data Scenario 2

- **Context Diagram**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite Trigger</th>
<th>Surveillance System</th>
<th>Radar Trigger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Data</td>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td>Radar Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
Control Data Scenario 2

**Level 0**

- Satellite Data
- Enable Satellite Processing
- Surveillance Bot
- Radar Trigger
- Radar Data
- Enable Radar Processing
- Process Radar Data
- D Surveillance DB
- Process Satellite Data
- Processed Satellite Data
- Processed Radar Data

- Control Data Scenario 2
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